Acceptable Use for The Stillwater Group LLC
(thestillwatergroup.net) Website

Acceptable Use: About

This policy sets out certain terms between you and us under which you may access The Stillwater Group LLC
website and use it as a shopping resource or participate in or use the services or resources provided.
Acceptable Use: Content Standards
You must comply with the spirit of the following standards as well as the letter. The standards apply to each
part of any of your contribution as well as to its whole.
Contributions must: be accurate (where they state proven facts); be genuinely held (where they state
opinions); comply with applicable law in the USA and in any country from which they are posted;
Contributions must not: contain any material which is defamatory of any person; contain any material which
is obscene, offensive, hateful or inflammatory; promote sexually explicit material or promote violence; be used
to impersonate any person, or to misrepresent your identity or affiliation with any person; promote
discrimination based on race, sex, religion, nationality, disability, sexual orientation or age; infringe any
copyright, database right or trade mark of any other person; be likely to deceive any person; advocate,
promote or assist any unlawful act such as (by way of example only) copyright infringement or computer
misuse; be made in breach of any legal duty owed to a third party, such as a contractual duty or a duty of
confidence; promote any illegal activity; be threatening, abuse or invade another’s privacy, or cause
annoyance, inconvenience or needless anxiety; be likely to harass, upset, embarrass, alarm or annoy any other
person; give the impression that they emanate from us, if this is not the case.
Acceptable Use: Prohibited Uses
You may use The Stillwater Group LLC Website only for lawful purposes.
You may not use our Website: in any way that breaches any applicable local, national or international law or
regulation; in any way that is unlawful or fraudulent, or has any unlawful or fraudulent purpose or effect; for
the purpose of harming or attempting to harm minors in any way; to send, knowingly receive, upload,
download, use or re-use any material which does not comply with our content standards including as set out
in this document or the provisions of these Terms and Conditions; to transmit, or procure the sending of, any
unsolicited or unauthorized advertising or promotional material or any other form of similar solicitation
(spam).
Acceptable Use: Contribution Warranting
You warrant that your Contribution complies with the Terms and Conditions of The Stillwater Group LLC
Website and indemnify us for any breach of this warranty.
Acceptable Use: Ownership of Your Contribution
If you are making a contribution, please note that we reserve the right not to publish your Contribution on
The Stillwater Group LLC Website (We will not post spam or other unsuitable content).
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Acceptable Use: By making a Contribution:
1. you agree that we have the right to use, copy, distribute, edit, shorten, publish and disclose to third parties
your Contribution for any purpose, including but not limited to for advertising and promotional purposes in
our information and/or marketing materials;
2. you warrant that you own all copyright and other rights including but not limited to intellectual property
rights and image rights, in your Contribution;
3. you are agreeing and acknowledging that our use of the contribution will not constitute infringement of any
of your rights, including, without limitation, copyright, defamation, privacy, publicity rights, or those rights of
any third party;
4. you agree that, if requested, you will sign or will procure that any third party will sign any documents
necessary to transfer the copyright or any other rights in the Contribution to us; and
5. you release The Stillwater Group LLC, all employees, investors and direct affiliates from any and all
claims, liabilities, responsibilities, or damages arising from using, copying, distributing, editing, shortening,
publishing, disclosing and/or transmitting the contribution.
Your Contribution shall be considered non-confidential and non-proprietary. We have the right to disclose to
any third party, which is claiming that any Contribution to our Website constitutes a violation of their
intellectual property rights.
Acceptable Use: Your Account With thestillwatergroup.net
Please ensure that the details you provide to The Stillwater Group LLC and thestillwatergroup.net are correct
and complete and inform us immediately of any changes to the information that you provided when
registering.
If you choose, or are provided with a user identification code, password or any other piece of information as
part of our security procedures, you must treat such information as confidential and you must not disclose it
to any third party. You agree to accept responsibility for all activities that occur under your account or
password.
You should inform The Stillwater Group LLC immediately if you have any reason to believe that your
password or any other breach of security regarding our Website that comes to your attention has become
known to anyone else, or if the password is being, or is likely to be, used in an unauthorized manner.
We have the right to disable any user identification code or password, whether chosen by you or allocated by
us, at any time if in our opinion you have hailed to comply with the provisions of the Terms and Conditions of
our Website.
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Acceptable Use: Links to other Websites
Users of our Website may have access to other sites in order to provide information, access to Products or
value to users. Where thestillwatergroup.net provides such links to other websites or resources, we do so for
you to access at your sole discretion.
We do not accept any responsibility for the content of any external websites, which we link to or which may
link to our Website. We do not have any control over external websites, and you are solely responsible for
complying with the terms of those sites.
Accordingly, you acknowledge and agree that access to any external or linked websites shall be at your sole
risk. By accessing such external linked websites, you accept and undertake to us that you have chosen to enter
website at your sole discretion and risk. You accept and acknowledge that we shall do not directly or indirectly
recommend or endorse the contents of such websites. We shall not under any circumstances be responsible for
the availability of such external sites or resources.
By accessing such linked external websites, you will be subject to their data protection and privacy policies or
practices and other site content. The Stillwater Group LLC and thestillwatergroup.net shall have no liability
whatsoever for any loss, offense or damage suffered or resulting from any use of such sites or in connection
with your use of any external linked website, including in respect of any reliance placed by you on any
comments, representations, marketing or advertising materials, products, services or other materials. If you
wish to link to our Website, please contact brandon (at) thestillwatergroup.net
Acceptable Use: Interference with Our Website
You must not attempt to interfere with the proper working of our Website and, in particular, you must not
attempt to circumvent security, tamper with, hack into, or otherwise disrupt any computer system, server,
website, router or any other Internet connected device.
Acceptable Use: Transmissions
You must not knowingly transmit any data send or upload any material that contains viruses, Trojan horses,
worms, time-bombs, keystroke loggers, spyware, adware or any other harmful programs or similar computer
code designed to adversely affect the operation of any computer software or hardware.
Anyone misusing our Website by knowingly introducing viruses, trojans, worms, logic bombs, time-bombs,
keystroke loggers, spyware, adware or other material which is malicious or technologically harmful, or
attacking our Website via a denial-of-service attack or a distributed denial-of service attack, or attempting to
gain unauthorized access to our Website, the server on which our Website is stored or any server, computer or
database connected to any Website may be committing a criminal offense.
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Acceptable Use: Reporting and Reserving
We will report this to the relevant law enforcement authorities and will co-operate with those authorities by
disclosing the entrant’s identity to them. In addition, such an entrant breaches civil law and we reserve the
right to seek damages and costs (including but not limited to, legal fees) from any such person to the fullest
extent permitted by law.
Acceptable Use: Interactive Services
Thestillwatergroup.net may from time to time provide interactive services on our website, including, without
limitation: review pages, bulletin boards, social media cross content; user comment functionalities; product or
service review facilities; and any other interactive services on our Website (“Interactive Services”).
Acceptable Use: Obligations
The Stillwater Group LLC and thestillwatergroup.net are under no obligation to oversee, monitor or moderate
any Interactive Service we provide on our Website, and we expressly exclude our liability for any loss or
damage arising from the use of any Interactive Service by a user in contravention of our content standards,
whether the service is moderated or not.
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